This paper presents a framework for aligning comparable documents collection. Our feature based model is able to consider different characteristics of documents for evaluating their similarities. The model uses the content of documents while no link, special tag or Metadata are available. And also we apply a filtering mechanism which made our model to be properly applicable for a large collection of data. According to the results, our model is able to recognize related documents in the target language with recall of 45.67% for the 1-best and 62% for the 5-best.
Introduction
Comparable corpora (CC) are collections of similar documents with different levels of comparability (Fung and Cheung, 2004) . There are useful resources for most of the Natural Language Processing (NLP) or Information Retrieval (IR) tasks such as cross-lingual text mining (Tang et al., 2011) , bilingual lexicon extraction (Li and Gaussier, 2010) , cross-lingual information retrieval (Knoth et al., 2011) and machine translation (Smith et al., 2010; Delpech, 2011) etc. The sub-fields of NLP are related to solving human language tasks that are mostly hard problems such as Language Understanding (Winograd, 1972) , Machine Translation etc. The modern algorithms of NLP sub-fields are based on machine learning and statistical approaches. Most of the developed systems of these fields require large amounts of parallel corpora, as a result the limitation in success of such tasks is the lack of parallel corpora. In recent researches, it is proven that Comparable Corpora can be a valuable alternative to rare parallel corpora.
Information Retrieval (IR) is "the act of finding materials, usually documents of an unstructured form that satisfies an information need within large collections stored in computers" (Manning et al., 2008) . IR is not limited to monolingual documents if the task is related to mapping bilingual or multilingual documents; a new area of IR will be introduced: Cross/Multilingual IR. The idea of Cross-Lingual IR (CLIR) is to retrieve documents in a language different from the language of input text (Oard, 1998) . The input text may be either a query or a document which categorizes the field to document based or query based approaches. CLIR is a way of expanding input queries to other languages. This is a useful approach in search engines that enables users to formulate queries in their preferred languages and retrieve relevant documents in whatever language they are written. For this purpose instead of parallel corpora for translating input queries, using comparable corpora might be helpful. However, document based CLIR can be used for producing comparable corpora. The related works will be reviewed in section 2. Our Model is a framework consists of different modules. Each module considers disparate features for matching each source document with the target documents, so we called this a featurebased model. The pipeline of the modules in our model is shown in Figure 1 . We assume two similar documents contain same sets of names which occur in the same order. Name Module of our model is responsible for checking this structure. In addition, translation of similar texts in the source and target languages must be similar, so we use SMT system as another module in the model. We also assume similar documents converted to vector representations using neural networks will have shorter Euclidean distance between each other. This characteristic of similar documents is considered in Document-to-Vector module. To recognize similar conceptual structures in documents we use bilingual topic models. The problem is aligning source documents to target documents, but because of the amount of data, in addition to similarity concerns, our model is faced to the very large corpora problem. It is not possible to evaluate each pair of documents in this big space, so we used some of our modules as a filter for decreasing the target space. From the framework's modules, we choose ones with higher Recall to be sure that our filter is able to recognize and remove wrong samples. Another factor for selecting the filtering modules is the execution speed. Low speed modules are not proper in the model's pipeline.
Related Works
Common methods for comparing documents are by extracting features from texts; namely compare documents through the most frequent words (Kilgarriff, 2001) . In multilingual context, some approaches translate features and compare documents using differences in the frequencies of the translations of the keywords, namely using cosine similarity measure between the feature vectors (Su and Babych, 2012) . A successful approach is the Cross Language Character N-Gram (CL-CNG) model (Mcnamee and Mayfield, 2004 ) that uses character n-grams and is based on the syntax of documents, found remarkable performance for languages with syntactic similarities. A primary approach for aligning comparable document corpora is based on statistical machine translation technology such as CL-ASA (Barrón-Cedeno et al., 2008) , that uses a combination of a translation model and a length model for measuring similarity between source and target documents. The translation model shows that how likely the source document is a translation of the target document and length model measures the similarity of those two documents with the length attribute. It is expected for a pair of translated documents to have closely related lengths. A common language independent approach for representing documents is based on vector representation. Representing documents in a collection as bag off words is called Vector Space Model. Each component of the vector shows the importance of that term in the document. In large document collections, document vectors have high dimensions. For this reason, some approaches using linear projection, a map from the high dimension to a low-dimensional vector space. Early approaches for linear projection are LSA (Deerwester et al., 1990) and LDA (Blei et al., 2003) . Cross-language latent semantic indexing (CL-LSI) (Dumais et al., 1997 ) is based on LSA used for multiple languages by reducing the dimensionality of a matrix which rows are obtained by concatenating comparable documents from different languages. Another projection model, Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is based on the extraction of generative models from documents. Polylingual Topic Models (Mimno et al., 2009) are multilingual versions of LDA. Cross Language Explicit Semantic Analysis (CL-ESA) is the other model in vector context approach (Potthast et al., 2008 ) that uses comparable Wikipedia corpora. Each document is represented by a concept vector, where each dimension is the similarity of the document to one of the Wikipedia documents in the corpus. New approaches for comparable document retrieval task and for measuring documents similarities are knowledge-based; despite previous works that were supervised. Knowledge-based Document Similarity (KBSim) (Franco-Salvador et al., 2008) is one of the most recent of them. It turns source and target documents to knowledge graphs using a Multilingual Semantic Network (MSN) such as Babelnet (Navigli and Ponzetto, 2012) then compares two graphs using KBSim. 
Model description
The framework of our model is constructed on 4 modules: Doc2Vec, Name, Topic Model and SMT. These modules evaluate the similarity of each pair of documents considering different characteristics of a document pair. According to the framework of our model (Figure 1) , the first step contains filters for reducing the size of the target space. Two filters are used serially based on Doc2Vec and Name modules for this purpose. In the following subsections, we explain each of the modules used in our framework in more details.
Document-to-Vector Module (Doc2Vec)
Recent works in learning vector representation of words using neural networks , show that these models can capture great details about semantics and syntactic relationships and patterns between similar words, which many of those patterns can be obtained from simple linear transitions. For example, it has been shown that the result of a vector calculation vec("Madrid") -vec("Spain") + vec("France") is closer to vec("Paris") than to any other word vector . Another great properties of these models is that if they trained on comparable corpora in different languages, by using simple transformation matrix, vectors from source language can be projected to the target space and be used to build a larger dictionary . Such transformation matrices can be obtained from a few thousand aligned words from the source and target side. Models mentioned above can only work on fixed length text inputs such as words or short phrases, but many tasks in NLP need variable input length. A new extension of these models is Paragraph Vector (Le and Mikolov, 2014) ( 1) can be found by any optimization method, but we solved it with a stochastic gradient descent approach. By computing = any source vector will be projected to the target space, then we can search closest neighbors of z in target vectors to find our answers. Training this model and transformation matrix is relatively fast in comparing with our other modules. Even though this method precision is low, it can discriminate related and unrelated documents from each other very well. Since generating closest neighbors list in this method is simple, this module is used for filtering the target search space for our slower modules such as topic models and machine translation.
Bilingual Topic Model Module (BiTM)
The basic idea behind topic models is that documents are mixtures of topics, where a topic is a probability distribution over words (Blei et al., 2003) . Topic models have a major benefit; they don't need documents to be sentence-aligned, so it will be a good choice for finding comparable corpora. To model bilingual topics, we used an extension of latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) called Polylingual Topic Model (Mimno et al., 2009) . We consider each document as a bag of words, this approach consists of three main steps, first step is creating sets of topics for both sides (source and target languages) then calculating probability of each topic in each document and finally, finding documents similarities. Figure 2 shows graphical model of polylingual topic model, where and are the hyperparameters on the Dirichlet priors for topic distributions and the topic-word distributions respectively. This model actually finds and aligns topics of different languages. Now that the topic distributions of target and source languages are created, we use these topics to find topics probabilities over each document using Gibbs sampling. Accordingly, each document is converted to a T dimensional vector = [ 1 , 2 , … , ], where 1 is the probability of assigning topic one to this document and T is the number of topics. To find similar documents in two languages we used a well-known method called cosine similarity. In our case, two vectors (from source and target language) are compared, using cosine similarity as bellow:
Where ′ and are respectively documents of source and target language. The result is a number between 0 and 1, while the similarity of 1, means the documents are completely similar.
Figure 2. Graphical model of topic model (Mimno et al., 2009) 
Names Module
Named entities play an important role in CrossLingual Information Retrieval (CLIR). Comparable documents generally share many named entities (NE) (Gupta and Bandyopadhyay, 2013) , in this section, we make a Name model for checking the effectiveness of NEs in aligning comparable documents. In this model, we extract NEs from documents and classify into three types: location, person and organization, then compute document similarity based on the similarity of names that have the same type. As respects NEs usually are phonetically transliterated, we consider the phonetic similarity of the two words as similarity criteria. Our Name model contains two sections: A. Named Entities Recognition: we apply a CRF-based supervised classifier as NER model. B. Computing Phonetic Similarity: The main bottleneck in computing phonetic similarity is the lack of availability of transliteration training data so we propose a solution for solving this problem. Our proposed method includes 3 following steps:
Transliteration Mining
In this step, we use an unsupervised transliteration mining model for extracting transliterated names from parallel corpus that is described in (Durrani et al., 2014) and apply this on the Europarl parallel corpus and extract a transliterated bilingual German-English dictionary that we called ENTD (Europarl Transliterated Names Dictionary).
Mapping Table
In this step, we extract high-probability transliterated names of ENTD and apply an iterative alignment model on this for generating a table of characters that are aligned with high probability in source and target languages. This method is similar to the method described in (Mousavi Nejad and Khadivi, 2011) . The alignment model is a Levenshtein distance based on the mapping table. In each iteration of the model, the characters with high alignment probabilities added to the mapping table and the algorithm is repeated until no change in the mapping happens anymore.
Compute Phonetic distance
In this step, we compute the phonetic distance between name entities in comparable training documents using a recursive function based on the mapping table. This method is similar to the method described in (Mehdizadeh Seraj et al., 2014) . For measuring the distance between an English character in position i and a German character in position j. We will use the recursion definition, according to the following equation. In this definition, e and g are English and German words respectively.
Where are obtained from the mapping table. Finally, we generate a transliterated bilingual German-English dictionary of transliterated names that have a low phonetic distance, named BTND (BUCC Transliterated Names Dictionary).
Compute Similarity of Documents in Test Time
Computing the phonetic similarity by a recursive function takes a lot of time and it is not efficient for test time, so we use the bilingual dictionaries generated in the previous sections. When there is enough time, we can use the method described in section 3.3.3 that is a language-independent method. In this state, we divide source-target names in each of the two documents in 3 states: 1. The named entities of the same type that have same letter form. 2. The named entities of the same type that exist in ETND. 3. The named entities of the same type that exist in BTND. We search each source-target name in state 3 only if it doesn't exist in state 1 and 2, and search it in state 2 only if it doesn't exist in state 1. We also extract URLs from documents and consider these as state 4:
4. The same URLs in two documents. Finally, we define a score function for computing document similarity between a German document and an English document as follow: 
Where 1 is the weight of state 1 and 1 is the number of common NEs in documents and . and are the number of NEs and URLs in German documents. For estimating the weight of each state, we apply our models on a development set and increase the impact of phonetic dictionaries ETND and BTND by filtering the pairs of names with low alignment probabilities. We compute the thresholds by testing on the development set.
SMT Module
When two documents in two different languages are similar, the translation of the first document to the other's language should make a similar document to the second one. That's why we use the statistical machine translation (Brown et al., 1993) as another module for measuring the document similarities. In this module, we first train a phrase-based SMT system on a sentence-aligned parallel corpus (Zens et al., 2002; Koehn et al., 2003) . Then we translate each source document with the trained SMT system, and in the next step, for each source document we calculate similarity scores by comparing its translation to the list of filtered target documents that were produced by the former modules. For the similarity scores, we use two well-known translation evaluation metrics. The first metric is BLEU, which is computed by comparing the system output against the reference translation ( Papineni et al., 2002) . Given the precision n p of ngrams of size up to N (usually N = 4), the length of the translation output in words (c), and the length of the reference translation in words (r), the BLEU metric will be computed as follows, 
Here the translation output is our SMT system's output for the source document and the reference translation is a target document. As these two documents are not necessarily sentence-aligned we concatenate each of them to make one sentence documents. As we know, one of the BLEU metric's shortcomings is that it was designed for corpus level and might not perform well on single sentences, since the 4-gram precision could be often zero and it makes the whole BLEU score to be zero. So as BLEU might perform badly in some cases, we also used another metric called Positionindependent word Error Rate (PER) (Tillmann et al., 1997) . This metric measures a positionindependent Levenshtein distance (bag-of-word based distance) between the translation output and reference. The resulting number is then divided by the number of words in the reference. The reason that we used this instead of other error rates such as WER (Nießen et al., 2000) and TER (Snover et al., 2006) is that it completely neglects word orders. As in our task, sentences in two similar documents might be displaced and we don't want this displacement to influence our similarity score, PER is more reasonable to use. As the BLEU score contains higher order ngrams, it also considers correct phrases instead of just words in PER, and so it has a higher recall in our experiments (shown in section 4). But as PER might help for the cases that BLUE is not working well, we use both of these scores for our final system.
System Combination
In our model first the big space of English documents is filtered with high-speed modules. Then for each pair of the documents in this filtered space we compute the value of their features, which is the similarity scores of modules. Scores of TM, Name and SMT modules are used here.
Finally, we use a simple linear combination of these features as the final score for the document pairs: 
Experiments

Training data
The available data set is a very large corpus of comparable documents, coming from the BUCC shared task. The documents are Wikipedia pages without any links, special tags or Metadata. Training data (train.en/de) is a corpus of linked comparable documents with about 147(K) documents. The non-linked data are a set of about 166(K) English documents that have no similar document in German document space. Test set (test.en/de) is a random subset of training data that we use its de side as the source while ignoring the en side. Also, the tuning set for system combination parameters is about 1(K) documents of the training data that are not seen in the test set. Statistical information of data is reported in 
Preprocessing
The first step of our work is preprocessing the input documents. So that for tokenization and normalization we use the E4SMT tools ) Jabbari et al., 2012) . This tool normalizes different character representations to be uniform, tokenizes the input text and also tags the specific tokens like numbers, dates, abbreviations, URL addresses, etc. In addition, the compound words of de side needed to be split. We have used Cdec tools for this purpose (Dyer, 2009 ).
Preparing modules
In this section, we introduce the tools and corpora used for training and preparing each of the modules.
Doc2Vec
Training Doc2Vec module consists of two steps. First we need to train a words vector model. Since the quality of word2vec model depends on the size of the training data, we train our model on all documents in the training and test sets. After this step, we train paragraph vector model and convert each document in source and target test sets to a 200-dimensional vector. After that by selecting 5000 random aligned documents from training set we calculated our transformation matrix by minimizing the error rate on those documents. Training and querying this model for all German documents can be done in several hours. The precision of this module is not very high. Hence, it cannot be used in an effective manner for predicting documents alignment. But due to its speed it can be a great filter for our other modules. The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 4 .
BiTM
For training bilingual topic models, we use Mallet toolkit (McCallum, 2002) . One important decision in topic modeling is finding the number of topics and the hyper-parameters, because of their significant impact on the resulting topic assignments. For finding the number of topics, we calculate perplexity, which is a way of evaluating the predictive power of the model (Figure 3) . From now on, in all the experiments of BiTM we set number of topics to 1200. Also, we use the method in ) to find hyper-parameters. 
Names
In this work, we use a German and English NER model to tag NEs. For this purpose, we use the Stanford NER tagger tool and also we use an unsupervised transliteration mining with the Moses toolkit 1 (Koehn et al., 2007) .
SMT
For this module, we train a German to English SMT system. For this purpose, we use the Moses toolkit for training translation models and decoding, as well as SRILM 2 (Stolcke, 2002) to build the language models. Also, we used the GermanEnglish part of the Europarl 3 (Koehn, 2005) parallel corpora as the SMT's training corpora.
Evaluation
In this phase, we align the documents of test.de set with a proper en document from the collection of English documents. In the two filtering steps of the model pipeline, we reduce the size of the target space from 313(K) documents to 5(K) documents for each de document. The first filter is the Doc2Vec module, which is the fastest module in our model. This filter reduces the target space to 12(K) English documents that are the nearest documents to the de one with 87.6% of accuracy. The second filter is the Name module. This filter reduces the size of the target space 1 https://github.com/moses-smt/mosesdecoder 2 http://www.speech.sri.com/projects/srilm/ 3 http://www.statmt.org/europarl/ from 12(K) documents to 5(K) documents with the accuracy of 84.46%. Each de document in the test set is evaluated with the filtered en documents (5K documents). Then the vector of the similarity scores for each pair is produced and the score of the system combination module is computed for each pair of documents. The result is a matrix of similarity values. Finally, for each row of this matrix the 5-best results are extracted. The precision, recall and F-measure for the 1-best output of the system combination module and the 5-best results list are shown in Table 2 . Table 2 . Results of our model; Precision, Recall and F-measure for 1-best System Combination and 5-best results list.
The final precision of our model is about 12%, this is because of the variation of the modules votes. Each module considers the en documents from a different view so the 5-best list of the final results contains the most similar en documents to the de input. But from this list just one of them is the exact translation. Although each Wikipedia page has a specific equivalent page in the target language but, it is probable that a set of pages are highly similar to it, especially for pages with related topics. So, because of this characteristic of Wikipedia pages, deciding the exact 
Conclusion
Our work is a framework consists of several modules for retrieving similar Wikipedia pages for German documents from a large collection of English documents. Our model is proper for dealing with very large corpora. The results show that our model is able to find the correct answer in 62% of samples. The framework proposed here has two advantages over the previous works: firstly it can handle searching through a large collection of data which is achieved by applying the filtering modules. And also everything was done just by using the content information of documents, without using any special tags or Metadata. Also, all of the modules used in our framework are language independent, and it could be used for any other language pairs.
